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Abstract Automotive companies increasingly adopt scaled agile meth-
ods to allow them to deal with their organisational and product complexity.
Suitable methods are needed to ensure safety when developing automotive
systems. On a small scale, R-Scrum and SafeScrum® are two concrete
suggestions for how to develop safety-critical systems using agile methods.
However, for large-scale environments, existing frameworks like SAFe or
LeSS do not support the development of safety-critical systems out of the
box. We, therefore, aim to understand which challenges exist when devel-
oping safety-critical systems within large-scale agile industrial settings,
in particular in the automotive domain. Based on an analysis of R-Scrum
and SafeScrum®, we conducted a focus group with three experts from
industry to collect challenges in their daily work. We found challenges in
the areas of living traceability, continuous compliance, and organisational
flexibility. Among others, organisations struggle with defining a suitable
traceability strategy, performing incremental safety analysis, and with
integrating safety practices into their scaled way of working. Our results
indicate a need to provide practical approaches to integrate safety work
into large-scale agile development and point towards possible solutions,
e.g., modular safety cases.
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1 Introduction

In the automotive domain, several dozen development teams work together in
a highly coordinated fashion towards the delivery of a product. Systems and
software engineering need to be combined in these cases to deliver a final product
and the chosen process needs to scale across a large number of teams and different
engineering disciplines. To manage this complexity, many companies have started
adopting solutions such as the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)1 or Large-Scale
Scrum (LeSS)2. These agile frameworks also aim at reducing the time-to-market

1 https://www.scaledagileframework.com/
2 https://less.works/less/framework/index.html



and propose solutions for the coordination between teams, exchange of artefacts,
and the prioritisation of work within an organisation.

However, these frameworks do not provide explicit support for the creation of
safety-critical systems and the risk management, safety analysis, and certification
activities associated with ensuring safety. On a small scale, R-Scrum [11] and
SafeScrum® [13] help organisations to combine the documentation needs and
the rigour required for safety-critical systems with agile development. However,
the existing approaches do not describe how to scale them beyond individual
teams. It is also not obvious how to tack on such activities, in particular since
safety is a cross-cutting concern which needs to be addressed on all levels of the
system. Preparing a release for certification in a big-bang approach, i.e., after
development has mostly finished, has also proven to be infeasible. Therefore,
safety should be considered continuously and integrated in the everyday work
of the engineers to produce all necessary artefacts and the required audit trail
in an ongoing fashion. Understanding how to do this in a practical setting is an
important first step towards extending agile frameworks like SAFe and LeSS.

In parallel with the advent of methods to scale agile, variations of agile ap-
proaches that address safety-critical systems have been developed. Two well-cited
examples are R-Scrum [11] and SafeScrum® [13], but other, less comprehensive
approaches exist. Kasauli et al. [15] provide an overview of the literature in this
area and identify a number of solution approaches to combine agile practices,
mostly from Scrum and XP, with activities necessary for safety-critical systems
such as risk management and hazard analysis. Other authors are addressing
specific domains (e.g., medical devices [23]) to provide experiences from practice.

However, a number of challenges remain in adapting the processes of large
organisations producing safety-critical systems to fulfil both the need for agility
and the required rigour for certification. This is a particular problem in the
automotive domain since the organisations involved in producing vehicles are
very large, distributed over many disciplines and physical locations, and have
established practices and tool-chains that are difficult to change [3,7]. This leads
us to the following research questions:

RQ1: Which common principles and practices can be derived from existing
approaches for agile development of safety-critical systems?

RQ2: Which practical challenges exist when applying these principles and prac-
tices in a large-scale industrial setting?

To answer RQ1, we analysed existing literature with a focus on R-Scrum
and SafeScrum®, as well as the overview presented in Kasauli et al. [15]. We
derived the common principles focus on traceability, safety as an ongoing set of
activities, shared responsibility of the team, as well as involvement of assessors or
auditors in ongoing development (see Section 3). We also identified that existing
approaches do not address scaling beyond a single team, have no provisions for
systems with mixed criticality, and lack concrete approaches for automation.

Based on these findings, we conducted a focus group to answer RQ2. We
presented the common principles to practitioners in the domain and elicited a



number of challenges that occur in the automotive industry in practice when
agile methods are used to create safety-critical systems. These challenges can be
mapped to the areas of living traceability, continuous compliance, and organisa-
tional flexibility (see Section 4). There, we also compare the challenges to what
is known from the literature.

Thus, the main contribution of this paper is an overview of the unsolved,
practical challenges in combining agile methods with safety-critical systems with a
particular focus on large-scale development efforts in the automotive domain. This
will create the foundation for future work in which specific solution approaches
to these challenges will be developed and evaluated.

2 Methodology

We base our findings in this paper on a focus group in which we discussed R-
Scrum and SafeScrum® with practioners. To prepare this focus group, one of the
researchers extracted a list of commonalities and differences from the published
accounts of R-Scrum and SafeScrum® (e.g., [11,13]). This list was discussed and
refined with the other co-authors and contrasted with the findings of Kasauli et
al. [15]. It was decided to focus on the commonalities of the approaches since
they show the common underpinnings of how agile approaches can be applied
to safety-critical products. These results provide the answer to RQ1 and are
presented in Section 3.

The focus group included three industrial experts, all with several years of
experience in developing safety-critical systems in agile settings. These experts
are leaders in the field and are all involved in strategic projects transforming
their respective international organizations towards agile development. Two of
the practitioners are experts on process, methods, and tools from two different
automotive OEMs. One of them has a background in safety assurance and the
other in scaled agile and AUTOSAR-compliant tool chains. The third practitioner
is a senior software engineer in a medical device company with a background in
agile in industrial, regulated environments. Although from a different domain,
this expert participated in the workshop due to their experience and strong
interest in scaled safety-critical agile methods. Including an expert from another
domain also allowed pinpointing which challenges are specific to automotive.

As part of the focus group, we presented R-Scrum, SafeScrum®, and the
findings from [15] to the practitioners and gauged their reaction to them. Based
on this presentation, we invited the practitioners to share the challenges they
see with applying agile methods to safety-critical systems within the large-scale
development efforts in their organisations. The practitioners then brainstormed
and described their own experience and the challenges they encounter. The
researchers took extensive notes and collected the remarks on post-it notes. When
saturation was achieved, these post-it notes were roughly sorted into topical
areas by one of the researchers. These areas were then discussed in the group
and topics were moved between topical areas when necessary to jointly create a
clustering, thereby excluding or merging topics that were closely related.



After the conclusion of the focus group, the researchers ensured that agreement
was reached on all topics when they reconstructed the discussion and recorded the
findings based on their notes as well as the final clustering. They are presented
in Section 4. These results provide the answer to RQ2 and are presented in
Section 4. All results were member checked with the participants of the original
workshop, who corrected some details but confirmed the overall findings.

3 Existing Agile Approaches for Safety-Critical Systems

There are two agile approaches that cover the entire development lifecycle for
safety-critical systems in the literature: R-Scrum [11] and SafeScrum® [13].

R-Scrum is described by Brian Fitzgerald and colleagues from their observa-
tions at the company QUMAS which builds “compliance management solutions”.
The paper thus does not describe a method that has been designed by researchers
and evaluated in a company, but is rather a collection of the best practices at
QUMAS that have proven worthwhile over the years. There are no studies to
validate the usefulness of R-Scrum outside of QUMAS.

SafeScrum® in turn is a more designed process in which researchers and
practitioners created a version of Scrum to fit the needs of safety-critical projects
with a focus on IEC 61508:2010. The process (or rather “method framework”
as the authors call it) has been used in a number of case studies. It is well-
documented in a book [13] and a number of case studies (e.g., [25,20]) that
demonstrate its application and efficacy.

In addition to this, Kasauli et al. [15] describe the results of a systematic
mapping study and present an exhaustive list of relevant research about applying
agile methods to safety-critical systems. The authors also provide challenges and
solution candidates that have been reported in the literature which have been
validated in a workshop with industrial practitioners. These solution candidates
are, however, not embedded in a process or method framework.

A comparison of these sources shows that the proposed solutions for using
agile methods to develop safety-critical systems share a number of commonalities:

Focus on traceability: Traceability is regarded as a foundation for the ability
to certify software. R-Scrum makes living traceability a cornerstone of the
method to provide “complete transparency into the development process at
any point in time” [11]. SafeScrum® also emphasises traceability, in particular
to fulfil the requirements of the IEC 61508:2010 standard, but also to enable
change impact analysis and to perform safety testing [13]. Kasauli et al. [15]
also report on two sources explicitly stating the need for traceability to ensure
requirements are met and to determine which tests need to be run.

Safety as an ongoing set of activities: In order to ensure that safety is taken
into consideration in all design decisions and in the daily programming and
validation work, it is integrated into the process tightly and activities in-
volving safety are performed continuously rather than at discrete points in
time (e.g., immediately before a release). R-Scrum aims to achieve continu-
ous compliance by including risk analysis in user story prioritisation and



including a quality control board that is involved in continuously checking
the developed code as well as accompanying documentation and design docu-
ments. In addition, quality assurance audits are included in each sprint and
additional “hardening sprints” can be scheduled before releases. SafeScrum®

likewise introduces safety into the sprint planning and the sprints themselves.
An “alongside engineering team” is responsible for these activities that in-
clude updating the hazard log and safety cases, performing risk analysis
and safety validation, and ensuring that safety requirements are captured.
Kasauli et al. also mention suggestions from the literature to include safety
considerations in Scrum ceremonies such as daily stand-up meetings, setting
up a continuous integration tool-chain that includes safety builds, includ-
ing relevant documents such as hazard logs in code reviews, and perform
continuous risk management.

Shared responsibility of the team: Notably, all three sources suggest that
the development team itself is involved in the activities to ensure safety, not
a separate group of people. Even the “alongside engineering team” from
SafeScrum® should not be seen as a team separate from the developers,
but rather defines roles that can be fulfilled by the developers themselves.
The book states, however, that this “may involve others external to the
SafeScrum®team”. In any case, developers are never absolved from taking
responsibility for safety in the ongoing safety activities. They need to be able
to work with the risk analysis, update hazard logs and other artefacts, and
ensure in their design decisions that safety considerations are upheld. They
are also responsible for writing appropriate test cases for safety validation.
Kasauli et al. explicitly list literature that mentions collective code ownership,
experts in the team, and the necessity that team members are familiar with
safety standards in addition to the joint activities mentioned above.

Involvement of assessors or auditors in ongoing development: While
not taken up by Kasauli et al., both R-Scrum and SafeScrum® suggest
to include assessors or auditors for the final product in the development
process. In the case of R-Scrum at QUMAS, these audits are performed by
the customers and include the development process itself. This means that
the organisation ensures that their process adheres to the standards set by
the customers which usually follow the established safety standards in turn.
In SafeScrum®, repeated safety audits are called for to ensure independent
validation of the created product and process. In case of both methods, an
established, traceable audit trail facilitates these occasions greatly.

However, there is no notion of scaling beyond a single team. Neither R-Scrum
nor SafeScrum® provide guidance how work on safety should be divided between
collaborating teams or between a product and team level. They locate the
responsibility for safety of the product with the single development team (and
the auxiliary “alongside engineering team”), but also assume that this team can
control the entire development lifecycle of the product. This is insufficient in
situations in which a complex organisational structure is used in which safety
has to be ensured across large number of teams working on the same product.



While a diagram describing the activities of the alongside engineering team in
SafeScrum® does contain the item “subcontractor” management, this issue is
not taken up in the rest of the book [13]. Likewise R-Scrum and the descriptions
by Kasauli et al. lack details of how to involve suppliers apart from including
external actors in planning and review meetings.

Furthermore, there is no notion of mixed criticality. Both R-Scrum and
SafeScrum® assume that the product in its entirety is safety-critical and that all
parts of the product thus need to be treated as safety-critical. In reality, however,
products often consist of particular, safety-critical parts that are combined with
other, non-critical components. Applying the same process to both kinds of assets
can result in additional cost since the overhead necessary to ensure that the
safety-critical parts can be certified is unnecessary for the non-safety-critical ones.

Finally, there are no guidelines on the automation of safety certification. In
practical settings, tool support is required to ensure that activities concerned
with safety can be embedded in the development process. This is particularly
true for complex software product lines, e.g., in the automotive industry: all
variants of a highly variable product need to be safe. Thus, safety cases need to be
applicable to all variants and can become shared assets or even contain variability
information themselves. Such scenarios require tool support and automation.

In summary, we extracted the following remaining issues that need to be
addressed in mature domains such as automotive from our analysis of R-Scrum
and SafeScrum® as well as the partial solutions reported by Kasauli et al.:

Scaling safe Scrum: combining the scalability of SAFe or LeSS with the safety
features of R-Scrum or SafeScrum® for multi-team projects;

Mixed criticality: safety-critical parts of products need to be developed with
more ceremony than parts that are not safety-critical;

Automation: automate generation of “proof of compliance” documentation
within complex Continuous Integration/Deployment (CI/CD) tool-chains.

4 Open Challenges According to Industry

Upon presenting and discussing the principles and practices of currently safety-
focused agile methods in our focus group, the focus group members brainstormed
the challenges they encounter in their organisations. We categorised these chal-
lenges into three different areas that need to be addressed for scaled agile for
safety-critical systems to become a reality in industry. The first two of these areas
overlap with the solution areas of current frameworks listed in Section 3. However,
we describe specific and detailed challenges for those and take an additional step
by introducing challenges on the organisational level.

The foundation: living traceability. As recognised in both R-Scrum and
SafeScrum®, traceability — and, in particular, the “living” version of it — is
the foundation for an agile way of working with safety. The ability to connect
the individual artefacts in the development process to each other enables
the generation of the reports required by safety standards and facilitates



the construction of safety cases. This goes beyond the traceability between
requirements and test cases prescribed by safety standards, though: living
traceability means that developers actively and continuously create, main-
tain, and delete trace links while they go about their development work.
The resulting network of trace links not only supports safety, it also helps
the developers with change impact analysis, program comprehension, and
identifying technical debt.

The goal: continuous compliance. The goal for all organisations that have
been a part of this study as well as for those R-Scrum and SafeScrum® have
been applied to is to continuously produce the necessary safety arguments
to ensure that compliance can be proven at any point in the development
process. This is in contrast to the established way of working where the
safety arguments are produced in a big bang approach towards the end of
the development cycle or even immediately before an audit or certification.
Continuous compliance enables an organisation to show at any point in time
that their system complies to all necessary standards and has been developed
following a process able to produce a safe system.

The next step: organisational flexibility. Once continuous compliance is
achieved, the final stepping stone is to achieve flexibility in the organisation
to work within a safety-critical domain in a truly agile way. This flexibility
has to be achieved in three different areas: the ecosystems of components that
are being used and exchanged with suppliers, change management within
the organisation, and the way of working with critical artefacts.

4.1 Living Traceability

Continuously maintained traceability provides the foundation for scaled agile for
safety-critical systems. As one of the workshop participants put it: “There are
many motivators for traceability, but safety captures all of our needs”, meaning
that all needs for traceability from other areas of development are also present
when discussing the needs for traceability to ensure safety. Our participants
identified the following challenges in this area:

“Select the right direction for traceability.” Establishing a traceability information
model (TIM) that supports safety analysis is a challenge. More fine-grained
artefacts (lower-level artefacts) should contain links that link to more abstract
artefacts (higher-level artefacts). One reason for this is variability: an abstract,
high-level artefact can be refined into several variants on the lower level. Trace
links from the high-level artefact to all variants are impractical, so instead, each
variant should link to the higher-level artefact. That makes tool-support to collect
the links crucial and needs to be captured in the TIM which defines the structure
and semantics of the trace links. A common misunderstanding of bidirectional
traceability is that trace links must exist in both directions — instead, tools must
exist that can reconstruct one direction from the other if necessary.



“Provide a meaningful TIM for safety-critical systems.” Defining a traceability
information model that supports the required semantics for safety-critical systems
can pose a problem (see also next item). A suitable TIM needs to connect all safety-
related artefacts, such as requirements, safety cases, and tests, in order to detect
inconsistencies between them, to allow tracking their evolution, and to show that
all safety concerns have been addressed in the design, the architecture, code, tests,
and documentation. While the literature describes TIMs (e.g., SafeTIM [21]), it
is unclear how they can be adapted to an organisation and if they fit other needs
for traceability (such as change impact analysis). In addition, the evolution of
artefacts needs to be sufficiently captured in the information in order to track
changes in both artefacts and the links and ensure consistency.

“What are critical decisions when defining a TIM?” The chosen TIM (e.g., Safe-
TIM) has a huge impact on how the links can be used later on in the project. At
this point, there is no method for how to define a TIM to address the traceability
needs of an organisation. Traceability needs include the purpose of establishing
trace links (e.g., for change impact analysis or for program comprehension), the
process steps in which trace links should be established, maintained, and used,
and an alignment with the overall process goals. Since such a method is missing,
there is no clear understanding for which decisions are critical when defining
a TIM and which impact these decisions will have. This makes it difficult to
foresee how well a TIM will be able to support the organisation in the future.
Taken together with the high cost and effort of evolving the TIM, this makes
organisations reluctant to commit to a specific TIM.

“Trace between safety analysis artefacts on the same level of abstraction.” The
item definition according to ISO 26262 [14], the standard for functional safety in
the automotive domain, focuses on single vehicle functions with selected use cases
and functional requirements. The hazard analysis, i.e., the activity in which the
top-level safety requirements are defined, is based on this functional description.
However, the high-level functional requirements and their related high-level safety
requirements are defined as siblings in a hierarchy of requirements, without
explicit trace links between them. In practice, however, safety-oriented concerns
of different functions are related to each other and safety goals and requirements
can impact the development of multiple functions. The lack of traceability makes
it difficult to evolve these aspects together. In order to more easily create and
maintain trace links between safety-related information, the functional description
should ideally be expressed in a formalised way and tooling and concepts should
allow relating cross-cutting aspects at any time during the process.

“Trace to review status, changes, and decisions.” It is important to know whether
reviews have been passed to understand the current state of the system . Similar
to tracing to test results, this enables engineers to see which aspects of the overall
safety argument for the system are covered and what is left to do. Relevant
changes that have an impact on these reviews and their status must also be
traced in order to understand when a review needs to be repeated. At the same



time, important decisions that impact safety need to be traceable, e.g., as design
rationales, to help engineers understand why the arguments were constructed
the way they are and how the underlying architecture impacts this argument.

“Creating, storing, and accessing baselines.” A baseline is a snapshot of all arte-
facts relevant at a specific point in time in the development process. Having many
different, interrelated artefacts with different lifecycles, worked on by different
teams at different locations, and stored in different systems [16] makes it difficult
to define and store a consistent snapshot and make it available, e.g., to auditors.

4.2 Continuous Compliance

Keeping safety-related artefacts up-to-date in a scaled agile setting requires
incremental safety analysis that spans all required product variants. There is also
a push towards certifying the manufacturer instead of the product itself. The
focus group revealed the following challenges:

“Support delta analysis.” Changes in the system should not necessitate a complete
reconstruction of the safety case. Instead, only the relevant parts should be
reassessed and the current safety case should only be updated to the extent
necessary. Consistent traceability is one cornerstone to solve this issue since it
allows to include safety cases in change impact analysis. On the other hand,
techniques used in safety analysis, such as formal hazard analysis techniques,
should to be able to handle incremental changes.

“Update safety case on demand.” As stated above, the goal is to produce safety
arguments about deltas and thus only focus on changes and their impacts. This
would mean that safety analysis is near-continuous, triggered predominantly by
changes. However, even if the technical challenges of delta-analysis are solved, it
is currently unclear how often to create a new safety argument. Does the creation
of a new or updated safety case depend on the “size” of the delta? What is the
right balance between a desire for continual safety and the resources needed to
produce frequent safety arguments? How often is often enough?

“Safety case must cover variants.” Since automotive companies usually work with
software product lines, a safety case must cover all relevant variants of a system.
That means that regardless how the final system is assembled from different
re-usable assets, the safety case must hold. In practice, however, many feature
combinations are not relevant. Developers are not always aware of which combin-
ations are relevant, though, and sampling strategies are often unsystematic [19].
For continuous compliance, safety cases must at least cover those variants that
are used in production and must show systematically that these variants are safe.

“Facilitate pre-certification.” In the medical device domain, where standard bodies
govern and enforce the use of safety standards, such bodies have begun to allow
pre-certification, i.e., a certification of the organisation and their development



and quality assurance practices rather than the individual software in an attempt
to reduce the time to market.3 Such approaches help to avoid the “big bang”,
all-at-once certification process before releasing products, moving certification
steps earlier in the development lifecycle. They also make it easier to push updates
to existing software to the customer continuously.

4.3 (Organisational) Flexibility – Safe Ecosystem

One part of organisational flexibility for automotive OEMs is the ability to use
components from suppliers with as little effort as possible in a safe ecosystem.
Our participants identified the following challenges:

“Passing safety requirements to suppliers.” The communication between an OEM
and a supplier about requirements for components at the moment is based on
the exchange of documents that contain both functional and safety requirements.
The supplier transfers these requirements into a requirements management tool
and starts using them in the development and the construction of the safety
case. However, it is not uncommon that the OEM changes functional and safety
requirements. In that case, the supplier receives a new document and has to
manually update the requirements database, update the trace links, and under-
stand the impact on the current design [18]. Clearly defined software interfaces for
the exchange of requirements would improve such updates. A common exchange
standard, e.g., similar to the ReqIF format [8], could be a first step. A system
that also supports versioning and diffing of such requirements would further
reduce the effort required for suppliers.

“Treat components as safety blackboxes.” At the moment, safety-critical compon-
ents that an OEM buys from a supplier need to be fully transparent in terms of
design, safety requirements, and safety cases in order to be integrated into the
safety argument for the overall system. Such components can thus not be treated
as black boxes and the OEM has to invest considerable effort to integrate the
relevant artefacts. In the future, it is desirable that individual components have
a clearly defined safety contract [12], e.g., based on assumptions and guarantees,
that can be used to seamlessly integrate a component into the safety argument
of the overall system. While previous work on this topic exists, a standard for
the exchange, verification, and use of such contracts has yet to emerge.

4.4 (Organisational) Flexibility – Change Management

Part of an agile way of working is the ability to react to changes quickly and
to adapt what is being built within a short period of time. This requires the
ability to also adapt the safety case as needed. The focus group mentioned two
challenges in this area:

3 See, e.g., https://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/DigitalHealth/DigitalHealthPreCer
tProgram/ucm584020.htm



“Support local decisions and changes.” Since safety is an overarching concern,
decisions about safety and the construction of the safety case are often centralised,
e.g., in an architecture runway team. This limits the flexibility of the individual
teams to make decisions about implementation details and creates bottle necks
in the certification process. Instead, local design decisions and changes should
be supported when making the safety case, e.g., by modularising it and giving
the individual teams the opportunity to update the safety case locally while
maintaining global consistency.

“How to decide which changes need a change request?” A change request is a
formal way to control the change process for product changes that have an
impact on other development teams, downstream artefacts and, in particular,
the safety case. Since change requests require certain steps to be completed
and a high level of rigour to be applied, they are costly and should only be
used if necessary. However, this is difficult to determine for any given product
change. Organisations therefore err on the side of caution, producing more change
requests than necessary. If living traceability is established, however, it should
be possible for tools to provide decision support to semi-automatically identify
the impact of a change on other teams and the safety case and thus reduce the
number of change requests and, consequently, development cost and time.

4.5 (Organisational) Flexibility – Way of Working

As a final building block towards flexibility, the way of working needs to address
a number of aspects on a fundamental level. Our participants identified the
following challenges in this area:

“Mixing safety-critical components and requirements with less or non-safety crit-
ical requirements.” It is common in the automotive domain that components
provide safety-critical functionality as well as functionality that is not safety-
critical. At the moment, these functionalities are treated differently based on their
Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) as defined in ISO 26262. Functionality
assigned “QM” is not safety-critical, ASIL A or B is safety-critical and required
some validation while ASIL C or D are highly safety-critical and require rigorous
validation. Ideally components with different ASIL should be isolated via the
architecture, but this can not always be guaranteed. Requirements management
tools and practices currently do not allow a fine-grained assignment of ASIL
to components, e.g., on the level of features or even code blocks. This in turn
means that all functionality of a component is treated with the same rigour,
potentially using resources that could be applied elsewhere. As mentioned in
Section 3, mixed criticality is not directly supported by R-Scrum or SafeScrum®.

“Reuse of safety requirements and arguments.” In many cases, safety requirements
can be reused across components and functionality. Since safety requirements are
often linked to functional requirements, a reuse of the functional requirement can
lead to a reuse of the safety requirement. Ideally, parts of the safety argument and



the information used to construct them should also be reused. This is particularly
true for different variants of a system in a software product line that have
slight differences in functionality but are structurally and behaviourally similar.
However, an understanding of the changes needed to reuse a safety argument in
different circumstances as well as tool support to detect inconsistencies in reused
safety requirements and safety arguments is required.

“Coordination and Modularization.” Development processes in which several hun-
dred developers across different departments and potentially even organisations
are involved require a high degree of coordination and modularisation. Since
safety is a cross-cutting concern, achieving safety in a complex system composed
of several subsystems is challenging. The modularisation and architectural isola-
tion of functionality mentioned above is a first step, but distributing the work
required to construct the safety argument is also necessary. A possible solution
is a modularized safety argument. That means that a compositional form of
discovering and including safety requirements [5] as well as constructing the safety
argument [24] is required as well as automated ways of checking the argument
for consistency (such as extensions of [2]). Such a modular approach will allow
different teams to work on isolated parts of the safety argument and compose the
individual parts into one encompassing subsystems and finally the entire system.
Such an approach resembles the idea of “safety blackboxes” (cf. Section 4.3) and
would also support the reuse of safety requirements and arguments.

5 Discussion

In this work, we have extracted common principles, practices and limitations
from the literature on safety-critical agile methods and compared this to the
experiences of three senior experts from industry, two of whom work in the
automotive domain. What we find is an extended and refined list of principles
and challenges as well as a number of solution candidates.

5.1 Challenges

In answering RQ1, we find that the literature emphasizes traceability, continuous
safety, shared responsibility, and ongoing auditor involvement. Our findings echo
the literature emphasis on traceability, but add specific details and challenges
with implementing traceability in large-scale safety-focused agile (RQ2). The idea
of “living traceability” as an ongoing set of activities that are part of the daily
work of the developers bears a strong resemblance to ubiquitous traceability [4],
an idea championed in the traceability literature. While challenges to traceability
in the automotive domain have been described elsewhere (see, e.g., [18]), this
study adds additional challenges on a more technical level, e.g., about creating
baselines. These challenges are nonetheless important, since their solution will
decide about wide-spread adoption of traceability practices in industry.



The focus on scaling is missing in the literature on agile processes for safety-
critical systems and current approaches that take scaling into account do not
cater to the needs of safety-critical systems [22]. To address safety in an agile way
of working, it should be possible to view traceability in both a bottom-up and
top-down way, TIMs should be specific for safety concepts and should come with
guidance for design, safety-related traceability should extend horizontally across
requirements, should include review statuses, and should account for baselines.

Our findings also confirm and expand on the area of continuous safety. On
this topic, we can also add specific technical challenges (RQ2). In particular,
safety should be analyzed on the delta of small changes with guidance provided
on the size of such deltas, safety cases should account for software variants,
and the possibility of pre-certification should be considered. This last point
bears similarity to the ongoing auditor involvement practice extracted from the
literature. However, in general, the involvement of auditors was not emphasized,
as this practice is less relevant in the automotive domain. Our participant from
the medical device industry emphasised this aspect, however, as pre-certification
and the ongoing involvement of auditors in the development process can be a
key contributor to reduce the time to market in this domain.

While the literature emphasized shared safety responsibility, our workshop
findings placed more emphasis on organizational flexibility, including ecosystems,
change management, and ways of working. This is a direct result of the more
complex organisational structure present in the scaled agile environments our
practitioners work in. Again, these findings were broken down into more specific
challenges (RQ2). In the area of ecosystems, identified challenges centred on
passing safety information to suppliers, and receiving safety information from
components in a clear and easily understandable format.

From the change management perspective, decision making should be local
when possible, and decision making concerning invoking change requests should be
better supported. The former point most closely echoes the shared responsibility
emphasis from the literature, but puts it into the context of a hierarchical
organisation in which responsibilities need to be distributed to development teams
and some decisions, e.g., about architecture, are made on a product-level [9].

Practical challenges related to ways of working include dealing with a mix
of safety- and non-safety-critical components, reuse of safety requirements and
arguments, how to the level of abstraction of safety arguments, and how to
manage coordination and modularization. These challenges are at a level of
specificity not found in the current literature.

5.2 Possible Solutions

Before consulting with our industrial partners, we noted that the literature on
safety-focused agile does not consider scale, mixed criticality, or automation. Our
industrial challenges confirmed the first two observations. Although many of
our identified challenges can lead to automation or benefit from it, this was not
identified as a direct challenge in practice. This might be due to the fact that an
increased degree of automation might be seen as one of the solutions for these



challenges. A tool-chain that supports living traceability, helps identify if a safety
case needs to be changed, and integrates variants into the handling of safety
arguments would be highly beneficial.

Another possible solution, in particular to the challenges associated with
continuous compliance, are techniques that allow the incremental update of the
safety case. Industry needs the ability to update small parts of the safety case
based on individual change requests to reduce the cost and time required for
changes and to allow integrating components from suppliers into the system The
need for such techniques has also been acknowledged in the defense industry
“as a means of reducing the impact and hence cost of re-certification of changes
to systems” [10]. While some work on incremental safety assessment exists,
it is either focused on describing formal refinement relations [17] or make an
argument for first modularising the safety case [26] before taking further steps
in this direction. The variability inherent to complex product lines, e.g., in the
automotive industry also needs to be taken into account.

The modularisation of the safety case also came up as a crucial building
block to address the challenges in our data. While a number of solutions have
been proposed for modular safety cases (see, e.g., [1,27,6]), they are not used
in practice by our participants, presumably since they are tightly coupled to
an underlying architecture [1] or prescribe a specific notation and toolset [27,6].
None of the approaches addresses the needs of a complex product line. Our
industrial partners require more generic guidelines that they can adapt to their
existing processes, architecture, and tool-chain instead.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we summarise our findings of challenges of applying agile methods
to the development of safety-critical systems in large-scale industrial settings.
Based on a focus group, we identify a number of challenges in three areas and
compare them with what is known from the literature, in particular to R-Scrum
and SafeScrum®.

We have noted the lack of work combining large-scale agile practices with
safety-critical agile practices, even though such a combination is currently re-
quired in many automotive organizations. Overall, our findings summarize the
limitations with current safe agile practices, and list practical, grounded challenges
of using such methods in a large-scale context, with a focus on the automotive
domain. These challenges can be a foundation for future work and for combin-
ing the rigorous approach to safety analysis and verification of R-Scrum and
SafeScrum® with the scaled agile practices of SAFe and LeSS. In particular, a
better understanding of establishing traceability throughout the development
lifecycle is needed. In addition, the ability to proof continuous compliance based
on updates of safety cases is a necessity. Finally, safe ecosystems, an integrated
change management approach, and a way of working based on reuse, coordination,
and modularisation will ensure organisational flexibility.



We also identify candidates for solution approaches and point out related work
in the area. The exploration of traceability information models for safety-critical
applications is one such starting point, but currently suffers from limited guidance
on how to apply this in a practical setting. The ability to incrementally update
the safety cases based on small changes and the incorporation of variability in
the safety analysis are further pre-requisites to achieve organisational flexibility.
Furthermore, a modularisation of the safety case would help organisations in
including externally sourced components and build incremental safety arguments
based on small change requests.

We hope that our findings spur future work in expanding and refining agile
methods: to support developing safety critical products at scale, and to consider
further challenges as reported by our industrial partners.
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